
5 STEPS TO MANIFEST YOUR DREAMS- Week One

5 STEPS TO MANIFEST YOUR DREAM
 

CLASS 1

Waking Up, Victim Consciousness what its is ? Def & expectations

Day 1:

Waking up:
We have been in a “dormant “ state for far too long , we have been orient to patterns,

ideas, conditioning thoughts and action that was giving us by our family and by the
society we are living by … Waking Up is simply the realisation that we are more than
we think, that we are not what we was programmed to be… wake up is taking our power
back, its affirming that we are the master of our life, it is Finding the divine within

Pole/ quick check : Only one answer per question:

The media is bombarding news of a new virus and the need for youth protect your self
form it so you must get a vaccin, do you ?
- Run to the nearest Chemist/doctor and get your shot ASAP
- Ask around, watch more news, get frightener and see if you friends and family are
doing it to make your decision
- Listen to your inner compass and chose alternative preventive actions
You want a new change in your life, before you make a move, do you ?
- Contemplate all the possibility and go for it
- Ask around for advices, see how your loved one feels about it ,then you make the
move, or not
- think that is too risky, decide to stick to what you have, your comfort zone is a very
safe place
You want to manifest a nice life, do you ?
- Get around it quickly, money do not grow on trees, got to be realistic
- Start visualising the easiest way to get there, money is energy, your mento is Ask as if
you already received
- One step at a time, you work more, put money aside, still focusing on your dreams
that one day will be true, even if it is in 10 years, you will work hard for it.

Victim Consciousness:
This is one “hard” part to accept , for so long we have been giving airpower away, we
have seek outside of our self for comfort, power. We was raised to believe that they were
“bad” people and “good” people when if fact there is just People … Victim consciousness
has been purposely put upon Us to keep us disempowered, it is easier to control a
fearful Group of people rather than lead a conscious one !
when we are afraid we usually can not make any decision, we are paralyse … Realising
tag fears is based on a possible “futur”, an imagination or even a fantasy we can slowly
choose to have a new NOW perspective . Living in the NOW makes, in full embodiment, 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which means without allowing our mind to wonder we can find inner peace …
victim consciousness weakness the power of our Soul, or our Higher self, our intuition
get blurred and we then let “others’ take control of our life
Through the power of the Law of Attraction, victim consciousness draws in negative
experiences that exploit our consciousness until we learn our lessons. For this reason,
as long as we do not learn our lessons and are trapped in a victim mentality state, we
will never experience true freedom.

excerpt from “Staradigm” about victim consciousness:
“Victim consciousness draws in not only negative experiences but also the right people
to help support these negative experiences. For example, people who have victim
attitudes will draw fellow victims as well as abusers to exploit their consciousness. They
will often wonder why they keep attracting abusive partners or friends. They do not
realise that they attract abusive partners or friends because of the way they think and
act. The Law of Attraction is a universal law that utilises thoughts to attract similar people
who want similar experiences. In other words, if we keep thinking that we are victims, the
Law of Attraction will keep bringing abusive people or situations into our lives to provide
more victim experiences until we learn our lessons or change our thought patterns.
Abusers cannot play their roles without the participation of victims unless they force
victims to participate. Once victims understand this, they can remove themselves from
the situation by changing their attitudes and actions. Another example of a victim and
abuser relationship is war because it establishes an extreme situation in which the
victims are abused by the abusers. War does not solve problems: it only attracts more
wars.”

Pole/ quick check : Only one answer per question

You are going though a break up do you ?
- Cry for days, wonder why this happened to you again
- Its not my fault anyway, iam not responsible if others are jerks
- Give thanks for the lesson you just had, allow time to heal with love and move on

You are having money problems, do you ?
- Decide that you probably didn’t make the right decision and see what you can change
in your attitude and business to make it better
- get stresses, decide that anyway you are always unlucky and wonder why others are
so mean/cheap/manipulative
- keep on doing the same because if it is not working it is because people do not get
you

You are stuck in situation where you always take care of others, do you ?
- Keep on because the world need you, it is your role, they will not make it without you
plus you do not really need anything so it is all good.
- do it until you reach a burn out, and end up feeling sorry for your self because no one
took the initiative to think of you.
- decide that it is enough, and start to do things for your Self on a regular basis,
you say no more easily and set limits to your presence … You delegate and n’joy your
Me time.
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DAY 2:

Procrastination: The act of doing NoTHINg 

negative Procrastination is a great too to sabotage your life , It is the art of Doing 
tomorrow what you should  be doing the today, or even better to never DO what you are 
supposed to do, usually perfectionist are the most inclined to use those tactics, as it is 
never going to be as good as one attended to be, so,  it is better to not do it at all … 
Positive procrastination: Mediation, taking a break to recuperate one long day or week, 
Slow down before doing a big job, to meditate and visualise the route we want our plan 
to take … it is very good to not always be busy ( the extreme opposite of procrastination 
is to NEVER STOP what you are doing , to think, rest , chill that is just as “bad”)  

How to Stop Procrastinating 

If you're a chronic procrastinator, you know the pain and stress that come with putting 
things off. Although you may have the desire to accomplish something, getting the 
motivation to do it is a different matter. Fortunately, overcoming your procrastination is 
easy to do when you put your mind to it. 

11 Steps 

            1 Create a to-do list.  
 Yes, make yourself an old fashioned to-do list with check boxes and everything. List 
everything, big and small, that you have to do for your entire day; break big activities 
into smaller bits if necessary. Then, as you work through your day, check off each of the 
items on your list. You will feel a growing sense of pride as you visually monitor your 
ever-diminishing list of projects. 
Focus your list on including the things you typically put off, not the things you are sure 
to do on a regular basis. 
If necessary, set time-frames for your items to be done by. For example, list “take the 
dog for a walk by 12:30” rather than simply “walk the dog.” 
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Reevaluate your list halfway through your day to rank your items based on highest 
priority. Then, tackle the most important ones before looking back at the smaller things 
to do. 
Keep a notebook by hand before you start your workday. Write every thought down that 
comes up during work. Every single to do or things you want to do at that specific 
moment. Don't do it, put it on a list and do it later. This prevents you from getting into 
the "procrastination zone." 
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2 Finish the hard stuff.  

When you have a looming project that's bogging you down and making you unproductive 
in other areas, tackle it first. Finishing the largest item on your list of things to do will 
make you feel extra productive and give you the boost to do other things you’ve been 
pushing to the side. 
-If your “big project” is something that can’t be done in one sitting, make a list of small 
parts of it that you can accomplish today. Don’t worry about completing the entire 
thing, but take steps now so that doing so in the future is a breeze. 
-Make an ultimate to-do list for this single project, and have it placed somewhere you 
will see it on a regular basis. As you mark things off, you will be motivated to continue 
doing so, and seeing it on a regular basis will remind you that your project needs to  
be done. 
 

3 Do two-minute tasks.  
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Whenever you are presented with something that you don’t want to do or would 
consider putting off, ask yourself, “will this take me less than two minutes to finish?” 
For many of us, this includes small chores, like taking out the trash or pulling a few 
weeds, but can include simple tasks in all areas of life. Anything that you want to put off 
but takes two minutes to do - do it. Simply force yourself to use the next 120 seconds to 
be productive and do the duty you normally would push off for hours or days. 
 

4 Create a timed work frenzy.  

If you find yourself being pulled off into the depths of daydreams, set a period of time 
to do nothing but work. Take ten minutes and remove all distractions - your phone, 
magazines, or thoughts of your attractive love - and go into a working frenzy. Force 
yourself to work productively for ten minutes, and then go back to whatever it was you 
were doing. Chances are, you’ll get into a groove and keep working at a high pace even 
when your frenzy time is out. Working with a timer is generally regarded by most 
experts as being one of the best ways to develop self-discipline and stop procrastination. 
The most famous method of working to strict time controls (known as time-boxing) 
involves creating a list of tasks. Each task is then assigned an exact amount of time to 
complete. If you don't finish the task in the allotted time, then you move on to the next 
one. Using this work arrangement, it forces you to take action, as you can't afford to 
waste any time.  
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 5 Give yourself a break. 

 If you can’t seem to focus and are working half-heartedly at your tasks, give yourself a 
brief break. Set a timer for ten minutes, and take a nap, read a book, or call your 
friend. Do whatever it is you’ve been daydreaming about so that the temptation is 
removed once you get back to work. Just be sure to follow through with your deadline 
rather than ignoring it when your alarm finally goes off. 

    

 6 Remove you distractions.  

Although it may seem like calling your mom or finishing up the next chapter in your book 
are things you must accomplish in the near future, they’re probably just distracting you 
from getting your work done. Put on some noise-cancelling headphones, turn off your 
phone, and hide your temptations (books, your guitar, cleaning, whatever it may be). 
-If you have a problem with internet surfing while you’re working on your computer, try 
using a specialized computer app that limits your internet use. There are a range of  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available apps that block off certain (or all) websites for a particular amount of time 
that you set, and can only be voided if your computer is turned off. 
-If your problem is focusing on writing a big essay or work report, try using a writing 
program. You can search online to find many word-processing programs that completely 
blocks out your screen (including the taskbar at the bottom) and plays soft instrumental 
music or white noise to help you concentrate. You can download the most basic version 
for free online. 
    

    

 7 Don’t be a perfectionist.  
If you’re waiting for the perfect time, the perfect supplies, or you won’t stop until 
you’ve “perfected” your project, you’re putting off completing your task. Avoid this 
“perfect” thinking by considering quantity over quality. If your project doesn’t require 
perfection but you’re still focused on it, stop and move on to your next task. When 
you’ve finished everything, you can backtrack and finish perfecting your original task. 
   
    

 8 Motivate yourself.  

Many people claim the reason they procrastinate is because they work best under 
pressure. So what do you do if your projects don’t have any deadlines? Make your own. 
Set a time that you must complete your project by, and either reward yourself at the  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end of that time, or set up a punishment for yourself if you aren’t successful in your 
endeavor. 
-Positive reinforcement is the most effective means of motivating yourself. Give yourself 
a treat to look forward to as a reward for buckling down on your to-do list; go see a 
movie, eat a chocolate bar, go out with a friend, whatever it is that will motivate you. 

-Try using negative reinforcement - taking away something bad - as a motivator. For 
example, promise yourself that if you finish your essay by Friday night, you won’t have 
to run your errands, do your chores, or whatever it is that you don’t want to do. 
- If reinforcement isn’t working for you, use “punishment” as a motivator. Use “negative 
punishment” - taking away something good - to try to work harder. Don’t let yourself 
take that nap, eat your dinner, or finish your favorite book until your tasks have been 
done. 
 

        

        For the most severe examples of procrastination, put your money on the line. Give 
someone you trust a certain amount of money, $50 for example, and tell them to spend  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it on themselves if you don’t finish your project by a certain time. This way, you have to 
work in order to keep your hard-earned money in your own pocket. 

      

9 Get an accomplice. 

If you can’t seem to work on your own, find a friend or family member to help you work. 
Have them encourage you to stay on task and help you when you need it. Telling 
someone about what you need to do will motivate you to finish your project, because if 
you don’t you will have to suffer the embarrassment of admitting it to them. 
-Set up a few hours of time where you go around and accomplish all your projects with a 
friend. This way, you will have someone with you while you work to keep you focused 
and on track. 
-Schedule “check-ins” with your friend where they call to see where you’re at. These 
can be deadlines for certain tasks, at which point you will either be praised or chastised 
by your friend based on your progress report. 
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10 Focus on the end goal. 

 It’s easy to see only the giant list of things to do, rather than the anxiety-free feeling of 
accomplishment at having finished them. As you work, focus on all the free time, 
relaxation, money, whatever it may be that you get when you finish. This will help you 
to stay on task and work towards your goal. 

 

11 Do one task at a time. 

 Although it seems like multitasking is doing more work in a small amount of time but 
but multi-taskers are often inefficient and do much less work. So practice doing one 
thing at a time and don't overwhelm your self with tasks. Suppose we have a list of 
things to do than its so much better to finish the task at hand rather that jumping to 
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another task without completing the first one. Yes, it's true that there are many 
distractions which are strong enough to throw us off the track. This is because of the 
process called "temporal discounting" which says we are more likely to go for a reward 
which is more imminent than for one which is far in the future. Small rewards like TV, 
facebook, etc. provide us a small imminent reward.  

Source:wikihow 

Other cool videos and links I suggest you to watch 
(click on the name they will take you to the links)

STARADIGM 

WAKE UP AND PAY ATTENTION  

Victim Consciousness: How to Overcome Victim Mentality

 What is Procrastination?

EIGHT WAYS TO STOP PROCRASTINATING NOW

Positive side of procrastination

Getting stuck in the negatives (and how to get unstuck)

How To Stop Procrastinating - A Step-by-Step Process For Busting The Worst of Procrastination

 Stop Procrastination - Positive Affirmations in Theta with Isochronice Tones 6.5Hz

How to Stop Procrastinating 
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http://energyfanatics.com/2011/04/16/staradigm-blueprint-spiritual-growth-happiness-success-well-being/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1e5ILByw4E
http://energyfanatics.com/2010/04/24/victim-consciousness-how-to-overcome-it/
http://stopprocrastinatinginfo.com/
http://www.organizeyourselfonline.com/?c=y-43-3-22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bawCWc5d7kw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XFLTDQ4JMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8i7uc88628
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knu2q9Vnh8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvcx7Y4caQE
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Homework Day 1 and 2  
VISUALISATION BOARD 

Part 1 of 3: Getting Started

1 Reflect upon your goals. Most of us 
have some general or vague idea about 
what we want out of life, what our goals 
are, and what makes us happy. 
Nonetheless, when asked directly about 
our conception of the good life, we may 
struggle to come up with specifics. To 
make sure that we're on track, and that we 
won't look back on our lives with regret, it's 
a great idea to regularly set time aside to 
clearly identify our goals and aspirations in 
as much detail as possible, and to then 
come up with plans with concrete steps for 
achieving our aims. Creating a vision 
board can be one way to help us with this important task.

2 Think about the big questions. Before 
you get started making your vision board, 
spend some time thinking about the 
following general questions:

What, in your view, is a good life?
What makes a life valuable or worth living?
When you are on your deathbed, what will 
you have hoped to have accomplished?
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3 Break down the big questions. To help 
you answer these big questions (which can 
be overwhelming!), break them down into 
smaller questions: What activities do you 
want to learn how to do?
    What hobbies and activities do you 
already do, but want to continue doing or 
get better at?
    What are your career goals? What steps 
will you have to accomplish along the way 
to be able to eventually land your dream 
job? (For example, do you need a 
particular degree, or will you need to 
secure an internship?)
    What are your relationship goals? Don't 
think just in terms of whether or not you 
want to be married, be in a long-term relationship or have children: think more specifically 
about what kind of person you want to be with, how you'd like to spend time with your 
partner, etc.
    How do you want to be remembered by others? For example, do you want to write the 
next great American novel? Do you want to head a charitable organization that positively 
impacts the lives of others?

4 Choose your theme. Based upon the 
discoveries you've made after 
completing the above steps, it's now 
time for you to decide what you want the 
focus of your vision board to be. Don't 
feel as though you must limit yourself to 
creating just one vision board to reflect 
all of your dreams. You can make as 
many separate vision boards as you 
want, each with a different focus.

    You can decide to make a vision 
board which focuses on a very specific 
goal that you have. For example, if want 
to be able to afford your dream vacation 
within the next year, you can design a 
Jamaica-themed dream board.
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    You can also make dream boards which have a more general theme. Perhaps after 
reflecting about the type of person you want to be remembered as you determined that 
you want to work on becoming a kinder, more generous person. Your dream board can be 
devoted to this theme. Among the things you include can be pictures of inspiring role 
models.

Part 2 of 3: Creating your Vision Board

1 Decide upon the format of your vision 
board. Now that you've chosen a theme 
for your dream board, you'll want to decide 
the format that it will take. Most people 
who make vision boards make physical 
boards out of poster-board, cork-board, or 
on any material that can be hung on or 
propped against a wall. When placed in a 
prominent position, you'll be able to view 
your vision board regularly and reflect 
upon it daily.

    However, there's no reason to limit 
yourself to just this style of vision board. 
You can also make an electronic version of 
a vision board. You can design your own 
webpage or blog, use sites like Pinterest, 
or even just create a private document on your computer where you'll collect your 
inspirational images and affirmations.
    Choose the format that you're most comfortable with, and which you'll be the most likely 
to actually look at and update regularly.

2: Collect inspirational images for your 
vision board. Now it's time for you to find 
positive images that correspond to your 
chosen theme. Obvious sources are the 
internet, magazines, and photographs, but 
don't forget to keep your eyes open while 
out and about for funky, inspirational 
postcards, newspaper clippings, labels, 
etc.

    When choosing your images, select 
them with a careful eye, making sure to 
closely examine the entire image.
    For example, if your goal is to get into 
your dream college, be sure to include an 
image of the campus, but select shots that 
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are taken during your favorite season, or which show students engaged in activities you 
hope to enjoy while enrolled as a student.

3 Collect inspirational words for your 
vision board. You want your vision 
board to be very visual, and to contain 
plenty of images which appeal to you 
and which demand your focus. Don't 
forget, though, to pepper your board 
with plenty of inspiring sayings or 
affirmations.

    An affirmation is a positive saying 
( SAID IN THE PRESENT SENSE VERY 
IMPORTANT) or script which you can 
repeat to yourself as a mantra. You can 
of course write your own affirmations, or 
you can search online for examples or 
visit your local bookstore or library for 
inspiration.
    Your aspirations should be positively focused. For example, perhaps your goal is to be 
selected as first violin in your orchestra, but in the past you've struggled to practice every 
day, in spite of making resolutions every New Year's Eve. Don't include the following: “I will 
practice daily after just one month, like I always do”. This just highlights your previous 
shortcomings, and has an overall negative tone.
    Instead, consider something like “I fill my home with joyful music daily”. This is so much 
more positive, and makes practicing an activity to look forward to, as opposed to 
describing it as something to be endured.
write as if it was already happening!! and make sure at the end to say 
THIS IS NOW IN MY LIFE, FOR THE GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED OR SOMETHING 
BETTER…. THE UNIVERSE GOT MY BACK …. THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU 

4 Put your vision board together. 
Once you've selected your images 
and inspiring phrases, it's time to get 
creative with your 
arrangement.Experiment with 
different designs—you can find fun 
examples through online searches, 
but don't feel as though you have to 
match anyone else's style.

    Consider choosing a colored 
background for your vision-board. 
Select this color carefully depending 
upon the nature and content of your 
theme. For example, if you want to 
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stay pumped-up about being able to accomplish a difficult physical goal (like being able to 
bench press your own weight), choose a strong color, like red.
    If, on the other hand, you are working on achieving peace and calm in your life, choose 
colors that are likewise soothing, like a soft blue.
    Think about including a photo of you in the center of your vision board and surrounding 
yourself (literally!) with your inspiring images and words.
    Once you've settled upon a design and arrangement that appeals to you, secure the 
components with glue or staples (if you are making a physical vision board; if you're 
making an electronic version, be sure to save your file!).

Part 3 of 3: Using Your Vision Board

1 Place your vision board where you 
will see it every day. Your goal in creating 
this vision board is to create a visual 
reminder of what you are hoping to 
accomplish and to be able to view it 
regularly in order to maintain your focus 
and motivation. Don't hide your vision 
board in a back closet! But do not let other 
touched it neither ! unless they want to put 
more love into it ! ;) 

    You may prefer that your vision board be 
a private source of inspiration, which is 
fine. If this is the case, don't feel as though 
you must hang your vision board in your 
living room. Similarly, if you are using an 
electronic vision board, you don't need to 
make it public. Most webpages and/or 
blogs can be set to private, or you can limit the people who can view your work.
    The point is that your vision board should be accessible to you, and shouldn't be placed 
where you'll fall out of the habit of looking at it.

2 View your board regularly. Commit to 
viewing—really viewing, not just glancing 
at—your vision board at least once a day. 
Commit to spending at least five minutes 
studying the contents and focusing on 
the images.

    Don't just read the inspirational 
sayings and affirmations silently to 
yourself: repeat them out-loud and with 
conviction. It's one thing to silently say to 
yourself “I will become a successful 
designer,” but it's yet another thing to 
hear yourself say that with confidence. If 
you don't believe in yourself, who will?
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3 Don’t be taken in by false promises of 
what a vision board can guarantee. 
Creating a vision board can be a good way 
for you to find inspiration, identify and 
shape your dreams, and keep you focused 
and motivated. If, however, you are 
thinking about this project because you've 
heard promises that making a vision board 
in the “right” way, and changing your 
thinking in the “right” way will 
guaranteethat the universe will deliver 
what you want—think twice.

    There's absolutely no scientific evidence 
that creating a vision board and visualising 
your success at achieving your goals will 
cause the universe to deliver.[1]
    While you shouldn't give up your dreams before you start, understand that life throws 
roadblocks at us, and that sometimes, try as we might, we simply won't be able to achieve 
everything that we desire. If you go into this project thinking that you'll get results if you do 
it correctly, and if you then aren't able to get everything you want, you're only setting 
yourself up for self-blame and disappointment, which can lead to depression or lowered 
self-worth.
Now I have personally use this kind of technique and in’deed it is the WILL and 
FAITh we put into it that manifest, and you can change your mind to, Just say thank 
you for that but i have another great idea and replace it by the new one …. 

Energy attracts like Energy 

4 Use your dream board to visualize the 
process, not just the result. Your dream 
board can provide you with a tangible point 
of focus to help you visualize your goals. 
However, you should know that there's 
debate within the scientific community as 
to how large of a role visualizing ought to 
play in our strategies towards achieving 
our goals. Some recent studies have 
suggested that people who spend more 
time visualizing and imagining themselves 
having obtained success actually under-
perform once the time comes.

    For example, students who were asked 
to spend time imagining how great it would 
feel to perform well on an exam did worse 
than those students who instead visualized their study process and those who did not 
visualize at all.
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    The lesson to be learned from this and other similar studies seems to be that, while it's 
good to specify your goals and spend some time envisioning what your life will be like if 
and when you reach them, it's both more effective and better for your mental health to 
focus on the specific steps you'll need to take along the way.
    For example, there's probably nothing wrong with day-dreaming about how awesome 
you'll feel once you cross the finish line of your first marathon. However, you may actually 
be less likely to ever actually complete the grueling run if all you ever do is visualize this 
moment of success.
    What time you do spend visualizing would be better spent focused upon your training 
process. Make sure that your vision board has plenty of images and inspirational sayings 
related to the minutia of training and not just the moment of success. And of course, don't 
forget to actually strap on the running shoes and get out there!

FEEL IT AS IF YOU ALL’READY WHERE LIVING IT 

Source:wikihow

DAY 3  

Homework reflection:  
how do yo feel about the exercice you did ? how do you feel about your self ? 

Topic/content: fear and comfort Zone, why do we stay in this place 

Fear and comfort Zone Comfort zone :  
the level at which one functions with ease and familiarity, even if it is not for our own 
good ! We will “fear” stepping out of it most probably because we can not control the 
outcome !  

Other cool video I suggest you to watch 
(click on the name they will take you to the links)

Leaving the Comfort Zone, Facing Fear--and why do it (Hero's Journey) 

The Science of Breaking Out of Your Comfort Zone (and Why You Should) 
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Why Do We Stay? How do we Move out of? (click on the link) 

You stay in your comfort zone because you are comfortable with what you know 
EVEN if it is not good for you , here are a few cool video that will explain HOW to 
COME OUT OF YOUR COMFORT YOU and reach NO FEAR LAND !!  

Life happens outside the comfort zone: Anne Even at TEDxCentralWyomingCollege 

do u dare to dream? - wake up and go out from your comfort zone 

BREAKING OUT of the Comfort Zone! 

HOMEWORK FOR DAY 3 

conditioning and relearning 
process exercises ( check videos)  
Quick Check: 

- Are you afraid of failure? 
- Do you say I should or I Have to ? 
- Do you stay in healthy circumstance just because you know how to del with it ? 

- How would you feel if you could DO ANYTHING you want to? 
- What will you do if nothing could stop you ? 

Homework : Choose one thing ou have always wanted to do but was afraid to and 
Write about it, start the first step towards it ….  Before going to bed VISUALISE your 
LIFE as IF NOTHING where In your way ! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84VXQjBVVUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8tHIi5ebEM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9uZLCEIVGI


5 STEPS TO MANIFEST YOUR DREAMS- Week One

DAY 4 & 5:

Homework reflection: How do you  feel this morning , where do you feel empowered?  

Topic/content: blue print chart and human design  

Held at the 7th-dimensional aspect of our Divine Soul Blueprint, the Manifesting 
Blueprint is our roadmap to how we are specifically designed to experience our Divinity, 
while individuated. As you on with your life your blue print get “affected” by your 
choices, We are usually highly uncomfortable with the idea of “taking the lid off” our 
manifesting potential. We often feel safer and more comfortable within some sort of 
limitation, structure, set of rules, or justification for why we should be able to have exactly 
the life we want. Usually we stop ourselves from wanting more than what we think we
“should” have, or what we think we “can” have.
The seventh dimension is the first dimension that upholds concepts of
individuation, of the Soul as an individual entity that is not also other Souls.
The Manifesting Blueprint evolves through the “densification” of the Soul as
it translates itself into the seventh-dimensional experience of itself. It is
how the Soul experiences its Divinity WHILE also individuated.
After all, the Soul’s purpose is to experience itself. And the Divine
experiences itself through the Soul.
Our Divine nature MUST therefore remain available within all dimensional
aspects of whatever experience the Soul creates for itself. The Manifesting
Blueprint ensures that the Soul always has the ability to experience its
Divinity, in its negative OR positive expression.

When you are Not In Alignment with your Original blue print You are bound to experience 
difficult situation and  trauma …. 
If you want to know more about You blue print I can help you with that here with this will 
YOU understand your unique Divine design for manifesting, so that you can consciously 
create more of what you want. You can as well known  you soul Origination and different 
aspect of our Akhashic record, feel free to have a look.

Other cool video I suggest you to watch 
(click on the name they will take you to the links)

Soul Origination, Stars Seed Mission, Planetary Blueprint, Galactic Cycles and Gateways 

Your Blueprint to Manifesting Your Most Important Vision 

Getting Clear | How to Manifest ANYTHING you Want & the Importance of Word Choice.  
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http://www.ijulight.com/rates-pricing/
http://www.ijulight.com/rates-pricing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5fMIMQR3V4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3oO2NMpFvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sg0Ob_JTZLI


5 STEPS TO MANIFEST YOUR DREAMS- Week One

Human Design 
Human Design is a synthesis of several ancient systems, integrating aspects of Astrology, 
the I Ching, chakras, and the Kabbalah. It represents a map of human consciousness that 
links these old wisdom traditions to contemporary thought. It connects in particular to 
our modern understanding of genetics. 
IF you want tho have your chart done you can go here ( i have no credit for this link I 
have used it myself so i m recommending it to you , if you want someone to help you 
understanding it contact me i have a few colleagues that will be available for  you )  

Other cool videos and links:

 Human Design ENCOUNTER with the VOICE  

Human Design - An Introduction to Intertype Interaction 

What is Human Design? 

HOMEWORK FOR DAY 4 & 5 

Get to know who you are, clear you past lives karmic bound, you can order a 21 day 
of transmutation of energy with me   
This is a very power’full work, not to be taking lightly I type into the Akhashic record 
and see where you have blockages, pacts, vows, or anything that blocks you from 
manifesting your blue print effectively … 

Quick Check: 

- do you find your self repeating patterns over and over again ? 

- Are you allowing stuff rom others even though you KNOW it is not good for you ? 
- clear karma…  cut cords visualisation exercise ( watch video bellow)   

- Guided Meditation for letting go and moving forward ~ by Wayne Cathcart 

In’joy your weekend, do what makes you feel good !! 
and see you next week ! 
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http://ihdschool.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxdFUBNofMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBjUNV6qN6s
http://www.oshonews.com/2011/07/what-is-human-design/
http://www.ijulight.com/rates-pricing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5Pl_J6pbTU

